
Today’s Puzzle Down
1 Reagan secretary of state Alexander __

2 Designer Gucci
3 Car engine cover

4 Finally
5 Ohio State athlete

6 Bat wood
7 “Oh, man!”

8 “Even __ speak ... “
9 Old Apple app for pics

10 Homer’s bartender
11 NATO alphabet “A”

12 Dressed
13 Boozers

19 Letter-shaped fasteners
21 Film units

25 Milk giver, in totspeak
27 Busy crawlers

28 “Look out __!”: “Heads up!”
29 Memoir featuring Ike Turner

30 Not appropriate
31 __ Cucamonga, California

32 Gangster dubbed “The Teflon Don”
33 German WWII sub

34 Gateway Arch designer Saarinen
35 ICU caregivers

39 Slender fish
41 Chain known for roast beef

43 Greek isle
44 Fizzes up

47 Patti who won a Tony as Evita
48 Math postulates

51 Afternoon socials
52 Go ballistic

53 __-bitty
55 Complain like a shellfish?

56 “Begone!”
58 “Stop wasting time!”

59 “Fantastic Beasts” actor Miller
60 Chair or sofa

62 Partner of hither
63 “__ questions?”

Across
1 “Funny!”
5 Sea of Cortez peninsula, informally
9 Some Apples
14 Very much
15 Employs
16 Carne para un taco
17 Worshipped object
18 Chat leisurely
20 Suffer a power outage
22 Greek known for paradoxes
23 They often pop up in windows
24 Appear to be
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26 Hagen of Broadway
28 Refrain from saying something un-
pleasant
35 Tennis replay
36 Hotelier Helmsley and singer Lewis
37 Start of Hamlet’s question
38 Works at, as a trade
40 Is able to 
41 Fur tycoon
42 Second to __: unbeatable
43 Patrol vehicle
45 Lao Tzu’s “way”
46 Fall into a trap
49 Prefix with plus or pass
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50 African antelope
51 One more than bi-
54 U.S. Army E-3s
57 Words spoken laterally?
61 Have some humble pie
64 Seep
65 “Goldengirl” star Susan
66 First-rate
67 “Look, amigo!”
68 Broadway composer Jule
69 Lads
70 ER “Hurry up!”



Today’s Puzzle

Horoscopes
                         Today’s Birthday: June 9

Join forces for shared profits this year. Reinforce foundational basics to expand 
your educational exploration. Overcome an obstacle together, before cash flow 

increases. Pivoting shared financial directions this summer leads to personal 
reflection that benefits a romantic collaboration. Grow and flower together.
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Aries (March 21-April 19) -- Today is 
an 8 — A team project takes an unexpect-
ed turn. Handle basic priorities and stay 
in communication. Rely on the advice, sup-
port and humor of an old friend.

Taurus  (April 20- May 20)-- Today  is 
an 8 — An unplanned professional chal-
lenge could interrupt your schedule. Get 
support from an expert friend. Experience 
pays off. Find a creative way to express 
your thanks.

Gemini  (May  21- June 20) -- Today 
is an 8 — Your investigation takes an 
unscheduled twist. Don’t rely on unstable 
sources. Dig and discover a hidden truth. 
Don’t react without thinking.

Cancer  (June 21- July 22) -- Today is an 
8 — Adapt to shifting financial conditions. 
Coordinate plans to contribute to shared 
accounts. Together, you’re a formidable 
force. Provide a compelling pitch.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) -- Today is a 7 — 
Discipline is required to navigate uncharted 
waters with your partner. Keep an open 
mind and stay in communication. Together, 
you get through. Collaborate.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)-- Today is an 
8 — Slow down and listen. Recent develop-
ments could impact your health, fitness and 
work. Play by the rules. Adapt to changes. 
Learn from another’s experience.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) --Today is a 7 
— Things may not go as planned with your 
sweetheart. Choose for practical substance 
over symbolism. Stay flexible with expecta-
tions. Prioritize family. Love is the answer.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) --Today is an 8 
— Home and family demand more atten-
tion. Adapt your environment for current 
circumstances. Familiar comfort foods and 
routines soothe ruffled feathers. Infuse your 
home with love.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) -- Today 
is a 7 — You can find the answer you seek. 
Persistence pays off. Dig into a creative 
project. Review rules and instructions care-
fully. Edit and refine the message.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)-- Today  is 
a 9 — Get creative to adapt to market or 
income changes. Discover new opportu-
nities and estimate the potential before 
committing. It could get lucrative. Monitor 
carefully.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) --  Today is a 
9 — Follow a personal passion. Guard time 
for your own nurturing diversion. Care for 
yourself so you can care for others. Focus 
on what you love.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) --Today is a 
5 — Find peaceful privacy to reduce stress 
and recharge. Savor rituals, reflection and 
routines. Review what you’ve been doing 
and revise plans to adapt to changes.
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